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The ionospheric source of plasma

Ionospheric-originating populations: outflows, plasmasphere, warm plasma cloak (cold to 
warm populations)
Also found in Ring current and plasma sheet (hot populations)

Contribution of the ionosphere is variable and of the same order of magnitude as solar wind)



Earth’s magnetosphere coupling to the solar wind



Earth’s magnetosphere coupling to the solar wind



Mass loading effect on magnetic reconnection

The aspect ratio (l/L) defines the 
normalized reconnection rate. 
Experimentally, it is of order of 
0.1 [Liu+2016, PRL]

ER ~ Bin vout (l/L)

vout=vA= Bout
2/(!0"out)

eg Cassak & Shay, PoP, [2007]



Mass loading effect on magnetic reconnection

Cold proton density

few tenths to few cc >50-70% of tim
e,

Including >3 cc  ~10% of tim
e

Cold proton density

Few tenths of cc >80% of time,

Including >3 cc  ~20-25% of time

Ionospheric populations increase
magnetospheric density near the 
magnetopause more than a factor 2 most
of the time. However, the 
magnetospheric density is usually 1 order
of magnitude than shocked solar wind
density.

Reduction in reconnection efficiency by 
>20% only during <5% of the time 
(Fuselier et al. 2017, 2019).

During disturbed magnetospheric times 
(ie increased O+), reduction in 
reconnection efficiency >20% during
~25% of the time.

Based on 13 independent statistical studies, see Toledo-Redondo et al. (2021)



Additional ion length-scales in magnetic reconnection

Toledo-Redondo+, GRL (2015) Divin+,  JGR (2016)

Cold ions introduce a smaller lengh-scale
O+ ions introduce larger time and length-scales



Conclusions and open questions

Dargent+, GRL (2020)
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Conclusions and open questions

Conclusions

• Mass loading of the magnetopause is only significant for magnetic reconnection
during magnetospheric disturbed times

• New length-scales are added by cold and heavy ions, which modify the reconnection
process at kinetic scales and the energy budget of magnetic reconnection. 

Some open questions
• Relative contribution of the two magnetospheric plasma sources (ionosphere and 

solar wind)

• Microphysics of multiple ions, how they affect MHD scales of reconnection?

• Energy budget. Which fraction of reconnection energy goes into cold and heavy ions?



THANK YOU!

THANK YOU



Magnetic reconnection

t<0 t=0 t>0
Magnetic reconnection in plasmas changes the topology
of the magnetic fields, relaxing them and converting the 
energy into the kinetic particle energy. 

Interconnects different plasma regions, allowing the 
exchange of mass and energy between them.



Summary of open questions

Relative contribution of the two magnetospheric plasma sources (ionosphere and 
solar wind)
Local versus global coupling of the solar wind magnetosphere

Microphysics of multiple ions, how they affect MHD scales of reconnection?
Energy budget. Which fraction of reconnection energy goes into cold and heavy ions?


